Cautionary Note to Reprocess EVIS EXERA™ III Duodenovideoscope TJF-Q190V with OER-Pro™/OER-AW ENDOSCOPE REPROCESSOR

**WARNING**

This cautionary note is only a summary of the steps necessary to properly reprocess TJF-Q190V. Be sure to follow the detailed steps outlined in the latest OPERATIONAL MANUAL that is included with your OER-Pro™/OER-AW endoscope reprocessor.

---

1. **Using CONNECTING TUBE MAJ-2358**

   Be sure to reprocess the TJF-Q190V with CONNECTING TUBE MAJ-2358 in OER-Pro™/OER-AW endoscope reprocessors.

2. **Reprocessing individually (NOT together with any other endoscope)**

   When reprocessing TJF-Q190V, be sure to reprocess individually. (Please do not reprocess TJF-Q190V in combination with any other endoscope.)

---

**TJF-Q190V setup with MAJ-2358**

1. **Raise the connecting lever**
   - Set the distal end in the reprocessing basin while the groove of the endoscope side connector is attached to the pin on the proximal side of the retaining rack.

2. **Lower the forceps elevator**
   - Insert the endoscope distal end by aligning the nozzle of the endoscope side connector into the instrument channel outlet of the endoscope.

3. **Set the distal end in the reprocessing basin**
   - Gently push the endoscope distal end to ensure the nozzle of the endoscope side connector is in contact with the instrument channel outlet of the endoscope.

4. **Wrap MAJ-2358 (yellow dotted line) outside of the pins (red circle) of the retaining rack**

5. **Connect the connecting tube with auxiliary water/elevator wire channel connector (yellow connector)**

---

* There are some versions of the OER-Pro™/OER-AW endoscope reprocessor IFU that instruct to raise the forceps elevator to an angle of approximately 45° when reprocessing an endoscope which has a forceps elevator in an OER-Pro™/OER-AW endoscope reprocessor. However, be sure to lower the forceps elevator when reprocessing the endoscope with the MAJ-2358 in OER-Pro™/OER-AW endoscope reprocessors.